My Surfing: Trick Tracker 360 (Cover Colors 360) (Volume 1)

Use this book for keeping track of your surf tricks. You can record up to 360 total tricks.
There are three columns for each trick: the name of the Trick, the number of Tries before
landing it, and the Date that you landed it on. This book is great for keeping track of your
progression because you are able to compare the number of tries for each trick that you do,
from one date to another. For example: by looking in your book, you can see that One month
ago, a Cutback took six tries; Two weeks ago, a Cutback took three tries; and One day ago, a
Cutback took only one try. This book is helpful for everyone, from beginners to experts.
Enjoy this Yellow cover edition!
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A book title is My Surfing: Trick Tracker 360 (Cover Colors 360) (Volume 1). We found a
ebook in the internet 3 minutes ago, at October 31 2018. any file downloads on
betterinteractive.com are eligible for everyone who want. No permission needed to grad a file,
just press download, and a copy of the ebook is be yours. Click download or read now, and
My Surfing: Trick Tracker 360 (Cover Colors 360) (Volume 1) can you read on your
computer.
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